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The best football camps in Spain, England, and the USA affiliated with world-famous clubs like Real Madrid, Barcelona and Manchester City, with specialized programs available like high performance training, camps for girls, and specialized goalkeeper training.
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Do you have any questions? Ask Ertheo.

Clients who contact Ertheo before booking a camp or program are much more satisfied with their overall experience.

Ask Ertheo


Would you rather send us an email?


You can send us an email to:
moc.oehtre@ofni

Please provide your full name, phone number and child´s age, as well as the type of program you´re looking for.

We´ll be glad to assist you.


 










High-performance Summer Soccer Camps 
High-performance Summer Soccer Camps take place at High-performance Soccer Academies during June, July, and August. When full-time students go home for the summer, the academies open their doors to other talented and dedicated athletes who travel from all around the world to attend. Ideal candidates already have strong technical and tactical skills and are looking to take their skills to the next level. In addition to the summer, some High-performance camps are also organized during the Christmas and Easter vacations.
 
We recommend these programs for young soccer players (ages 8 - 21) who already have strong technical and tactical skills and are looking to take their skills to the next level. These programs also serve as tryouts for long-term high-performance academy programs.
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Barcelona Soccer School - High Performance camp 2024
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High Performance Soccer Camp Valencia 2024
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Girls Soccer Camp in Barcelona 2024
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England High-performance Summer Soccer Camps 2024
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High-performance football camp in Italy 2024
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IMG Florida 2024
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High Performance Soccer Camp in France 2024




 










Need help choosing a program?


Students and parents who contact Ertheo before booking a program are much more satisfied with their overall experience. Talk to one of our consultants to make sure you’re choosing the best program for your objectives and personal preferences.


Ask Ertheo



Would you rather send us an email?


You can send us an email to:
moc.oehtre@ofni

Please provide your full name, phone number and child´s age, as well as the type of program you´re looking for.

We´ll be glad to assist you.






 


Club Soccer Summer Camp Programs
Our selection of Club Soccer Summer Camp Programs includes camps and programs from world-renowned football clubs like Real Madrid, Manchester City, Liverpool FC, Arsenal FC, Chelsea FC, AC Milan, Paris Saint-Germain and more. 
These programs are designed for young soccer players of all skill levels who are looking to combine soccer training with a more complete and traditional summer camp experience. In these programs, students don’t usually train for many hours, and training sessions are not particularly intensive. Instead, they spend much of their time participating in recreational and educational summer camp activities organized by the camp.
 
We recommend these programs for young soccer players (ages 8 - 17) who want to practice some soccer, celebrate their favorite soccer club, and experience incredible personal growth.
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FCB Escola - Barcelona Soccer Camp 2024
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Real Madrid Foundation Campus Experience 2024
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Arsenal Football Development 2024
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Chelsea FC Foundation Soccer Camp 2024
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Liverpool Football Camp 2024
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Manchester City Football Camp 2024
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West Ham United Football Camp 2024
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AC Milan Football Camp 2024
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FC Barcelona Soccer Camp in the USA 2024
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PSG High-Performance Football Camp in Florida 2024
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Paris Saint Germain Soccer Camp 2024




 










Need help choosing a program?


Students and parents who contact Ertheo before booking a program are much more satisfied with their overall experience. Talk to one of our consultants to make sure you’re choosing the best program for your objectives and personal preferences.


Ask Ertheo



Would you rather send us an email?


You can send us an email to:
moc.oehtre@ofni

Please provide your full name, phone number and child´s age, as well as the type of program you´re looking for.

We´ll be glad to assist you.






 


Soccer tryouts in semi-professional teams or high performance academies.




 
The soccer trials are specially designed for advanced or elite level soccer players who are looking for the opportunity to access a semi-professional club to start their soccer career or for those who want to complete their soccer training in a high performance academy that will help them make the leap to professional soccer later on.
These are programs for young soccer players from 12 to 21 years of age that take place throughout the year, except during the summer, Christmas or Easter holidays, and their duration is 3, 7 or 14 days, including training, accommodation and full board among other services.
The participants of the trials join the club or academy team during those days and do training sessions with them while the coaching staff examines their level and potential as a player.





	We recommend the High Performance Academies soccer trials to intermediate or advanced players who want to experience what life would be like as a full-time student at a high performance academy before deciding to attend a long-term program. This program serves as an entrance test to the academy.
	We recommend trials at semi-professional soccer teams to elite level players who are ready to start their soccer career without any previous training at a high performance academy.


Soccer Trials

 






High-performance Soccer Academy Short or Long- term Programs




High Performance Soccer Academies are residential soccer schools that offer intensive programs throughout the year with the objective of developing players to potentially become professional footballers. They offer flexible duration ranging from one or several weeks, several months and even several years. Long-term programs always include on-site or distance academic studies.





	We recommend High-performance Soccer Academies for young soccer players (ages 12 - 21) who are interested in eventually competing at a collegiate, semi-professional, or professional level.


High-performance Soccer Academies

 






Girls Soccer Camps




 
Female soccer players can choose from a wide selection of programs. Program options include Club Soccer Summer Camp Programs for girls looking to combine soccer training with a more complete and traditional summer camp experience and High-performance Programs for more serious female athletes dedicated to their improvement. Girls also have the option to attend co-ed mixed programs to train alongside the boys or all-girls programs to train exclusively with girls.





Click below for a complete list of Girls Soccer Camps

Girls Soccer Camps

 






Goalkeeper Soccer Camps




Goalkeepers can also choose from a wide selection of programs. Program options include Club Soccer Summer Camp Programs for goalkeepers looking to combine soccer training with a more complete and traditional summer camp experience and High-performance Programs for more serious goalkeepers dedicated to their improvement.





Click below for a complete list of Goalkeeper Soccer Camps.

Goalkeeper Soccer Camps

 






Need help choosing a program?


Students and parents who contact Ertheo before booking a program are much more satisfied with their overall experience. Talk to one of our consultants to make sure you’re choosing the best program for your objectives and personal preferences.


Ask Ertheo



Would you rather send us an email?


You can send us an email to:
moc.oehtre@ofni

Please provide your full name, phone number and child´s age, as well as the type of program you´re looking for.

We´ll be glad to assist you.












Comparing your options
With so many soccer camps to choose from, it might seem difficult to narrow down your options. That being said, all of the soccer camps mentioned above are suited to specific athletic profiles and personal preferences. Once you know your athletic profile (your level and objectives) and your personal preferences (season, preferred destination, preferred program duration, etc.) it’ll be much easier to find your perfect soccer camp. Use the sections below to help narrow down your options.
 


















Shop by athletic profile
Are you looking for a soccer camp where you’ll spend almost all of your time working on your soccer skills? Or would you rather enjoy a more traditional summer camp experience with plenty of time for recreational activities with friends? If you’re training to improve your level and advance your soccer career, you should consider attending a High-performance Soccer Program. If soccer is simply your favorite activity to enjoy with friends, you might want to consider attending a Club Soccer Summer Camp where fun is a higher priority.
If you’re really dedicated to your improvement and advancing your soccer career, you might want to consider a High-performance Academy Long-term Program. These programs are designed to prepare you to compete at a collegiate, semi-professional, or professional level.
If you are unsure whether you would like to attend a long-term program at a high-performance academy, you should consider taking a soccer trial at one of the academies. These programs are designed to give you a taste of academy life so you can decide if a long-term program is right for you.
 











The Best High Performance Soccer Academies – Elite Soccer Training
 




 








Shop by season
You can also shop for a soccer camp by season. We offer soccer camps and programs all-year-round. If you’re looking for a summer soccer camp, you can attend a High-performance Summer Soccer Camp for more serious training or a Club Soccer Summer Camp for a more complete and traditional summer camp experience. Both types of programs offer soccer camp for girls and soccer camps for goalkeepers.
If you are looking for a soccer camp outside of the summer, we have camps available at Christmas or Easter as well as high performance programs from several days to several weeks throughout the year.
 








Shop by destination
Many students choose to shop for programs by destination. They want to improve their skills, but they also want to take advantage of the opportunity to travel around and get to know other cultures. Almost all soccer camps we offer include one or two excursions outside of the camp or academy so students can experience a bit of culture. If you have a specific destination in mind, you can click one of the links below to shop by country.
 











Summer Soccer Camps in France 2024
 


Football Soccer Camps in Spain 2024
 


Football Soccer Camps in England 2024
 


Football Soccer Camps in Italy 2024
 


Football Soccer Camps in United States 2024
 




 








Shop for girls or goalkeepers
For girls and goalkeepers, the best idea is to explore all of your options on the same page. By viewing the Girls Soccer Camps homepage or the Goalkeeper Soccer Camps homepage, you’ll be able to see all of your soccer camp options in one place, including high-performance program options, club soccer program options, summer options, and winter options.
 










 








Need help choosing a program?


Students and parents who contact Ertheo before booking a program are much more satisfied with their overall experience. Talk to one of our consultants to make sure you’re choosing the best program for your objectives and personal preferences.


Ask Ertheo



Would you rather send us an email?


You can send us an email to:
moc.oehtre@ofni

Please provide your full name, phone number and child´s age, as well as the type of program you´re looking for.

We´ll be glad to assist you.















"We promise to offer only the best youth sports programs in the world and to provide you with comprehensive, sincere, and personalized guidance so you can choose the right program for your child’s athletic improvement and personal development."


















Our branch offices



More contact numbers
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LONDON

(+44) 203 769 94 43

Suite 140 Temple Chambers, 3-7 Temple Avenue, EC4Y 0DA London, United Kingdom
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MALAGA

(+34) 951 204 061

Paseo Reding, 23. 1º A. 29016 Malaga, Spain




BARCELONA

(+34) 93 018 6626

Paseo de Gracia, 54. 3º D. 08007 Barcelona, Spain
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(+1) 857 208 72 49
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(+33) 170 849 040
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(+39) 02 87 368 972
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